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Power Solutions works exclusively in the production, design, selling of preinsulated materials and
services for the carrying out of D.H. Networks and heat substations.
Founded in 2004 from the transfer of a branch of Alstom Power Flow Systems and starting like a pure
installation company, it has become, in a few years, one of the leading companies in Italy in the
supplying of complete D.H. network systems. Its growth is based on a company policy investing in
terms of:
 Human Resources and on–going staff training.
 Selection of even more experienced and economically advantageous suppliers.
 Better performance products and solutions development.
 Acquisition of software able to facilitate the designing and logistics activities.
 An ever–increasing range of services offered to our clients both pre and post sales.

This policy has led this group to reach a remarkable position in the Italian market; Power Solutions in
2010 has invoiced more than € 14 mil.

POWER-SOLUTIONS GROUP STRUCTURE
The Power Solutions Group is organized into 4 companies which work in the following way:
 Power Solutions, group leader, takes care of manufacturing, project, development, sales of
preinsulated materials and heat substations.
 Power Solutions France develops projects and sales preinsulated materials and heat substations. It
has already got the CSTB Certificate.
 Power Solutions Services takes care of all activities of support in the carrying out and maintenance
of preinsulated networks in Italy and France.
 Power Solutions Poland looks after the logistics of preinsulated equipment.
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OUR MISSION: COST REDUCTION (1)
It is our conviction to help develop D.H. networks in Europe and so contribute to the improvement of
the environment, it’s necessary to facilitate the investments, both public and private, with new
networks or extension of the existing ones.
This means also to reduce investment and network management costs.
We all know the carrying out of D.H. network represents the most considerable part of the overall
investment in a D.H. system. So the investor often considers very carefully the direct costs associated
with the fulfillment of the network, supplying of materials, construction and mechanical work, but not
so much the following aspects and their indirect costs:
 Design

Optimizing the design and making it more dedicated to the job in hand, we can avoid useless costs in
over–dimensioning.
The design often doesn’t keep account of the real requirements of the D.H. network, so discouraging
investment.

OUR MISSION: COST REDUCTION (2)
 Technical solutions
The technical solutions must be chosen in such a way that the project keeps account of all the aspects
contributing to the costs containment either in the carrying out phase or management phase.
A) MAIN PIPE DN≤200 HOT-TAPPING
UNCOATING

B) MAIN PIPE DN≥250 HOT-TAPPING
UNCOATING

In case B, Power-Solutions

supply a 90° hot-tapping kit for
laying branch cost reduction.

INSULATION RESTORATION

INSULATION RESTORATION

OUR MISSION: COST REDUCTION (3)
 Reliability

Reliability of the network must be guaranteed, to avoid maintenance costs that burden the investments
plan and the image of the service supplied.
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That’s why Power-Solutions doesn’t limit itself to a simple supply of materials, preinsulated goods and
heat substations, but it wants to be a true and real partner in supporting our clients in all the phases of
the fulfillment of D.H. network.

COST REDUCTION: HOW WE DO IT (1)
The investor identifies the source of energy and the future users, then he will find in the PowerSolutions Group the partner that will take care:
 To optimize the plans of the network: going on site, developing the working plan according to EN
13941, making use of the most updated software for mechanic verifications (SisKMR software
released from GEF Ingenieur AG).

A verification with SisKMR

An examaple of our project






To define the quality and quantity of the materials, in accordance with the real on site conditions.
To define the real buildings thermic need and therefore the real power of the substation to install.
To instruct the workmen in the correct way to install the material.
To guarantee a post–sales service.

COST REDUCTION: HOW WE DO IT (2)
The planning network specifications are often
over precautionary or define conditions that
will never be reached considering the real use
conditions and the preinsulated pipes life
span. An example: usually the specifications
demand a 150N/mm2 allowable axial stress
while this limit can be increased till
190N/mm2, still remaining in steel elastic field.
Over precautionary specifications are sometimes adopted without being critically analyzed and they
can determine the use of oversized components (forged Tees and over- thicknessed bends) and a
overnumbered points of compensation with the consequent increase in investment cost.
It is always necessary to understand the real life conditions of the net and, decided the necessary and
suitable security factors, to define adequate technical solutions.
The dimensioning of the correct number of compensations has
different positive consequences:





Faster installation.
Less inconveniences with the traffic.
Less activities on site.
Better network reliability (less components mean less
potential breaking points).

COST REDUCTION: HOW WE DO IT (3)
On the contrary, not having a global vision of the system, usually
the investor doesn’t consider some existing incongruities. Here is
an example.
The D.H. network, designed according to
EN13941, foresees the definition of a
minimum number of thermic cycles
depending on the specific line function (e.g.
250 cycles for main pipelines, 1000 cycles for
branch lines), while the standard used
joints, according to EN489, are tested only
till 100 cycles with the sand box text.
Moreover, as underlined from the European
statistics, the main cause of a breach in the
net is the bad fixing of the joints.
Power solutions has developed, together with its supply partner RADPOL, heat shrinkable crosslinked
joints which are able to handle more than 1000 cycles.

Joint after 1000cycles text

This greatly reduces the maintenance costs.

COST REDUCTION: HOW WE DO IT (4)
 Leak detection system
To know in real time the network
breakdowns is an essential condition in
the network management.
Power Solutions design, supply and install
the most important leak detection systems
(Nordic and Brandes) and proposes
solutions dedicated to the real network
use conditions.
Moreover it has optimized remote control
systems that notify immediately the
manager of any problem, limiting the
damage, the inefficiency and relevant
management costs.

Brandes System Joints

Nordic System Joints

COST REDUCTION: HOW WE DO IT (5)
 Heat substations power

The thermic power requested from the users,
often is calculated considering the installed
one, but the existing generators have
considerable inferior efficiency in respect to the
actual heat substation.
Power Solutions supplies assistance in thermic
design, defining the correct thermic power with
the consequent containment of costs in the
heat substation purchasing.

COST REDUCTION: HOW WE DO IT (6)
 Network reliability
The reliability of the network, more than being guaranteed in adequate design and precise choice of
materials, must also be ensured by a correct pipe laying.
The personnel used in the pipe laying must be qualified by the supplier and obtain an ability
certificate; moreover it is obliged to follow all the necessary controls in the correct installation of the
joints and of the leak detection system, transferring the proof results on special forms.
This contributes to a notable reduction in mistakes while laying the network.

Installation joints instructions

Ability certificate

Training course manual

Moreover Power Solutions, within the Italian Association of D.H. networks, AIRU, is developing
standard instruction courses for the personnel dedicated to the network laying phase.

COST REDUCTION: HOW WE DO IT (7)
 The post-sales service
The preinsulated networks, in the course of time, can have breaches or extending needs where we have
not foreseen intercepting devices.

Power Solutions Services works in every type of network
maintenance, thanks to a provisional systems for the flow
interruption.

More over it is able to follow new derivations
with the hot-tapping kit installation, without
interrupting the service. This activity, carried
out without emptying the network, strongly
reduces the inefficiency and sets up a network
management costs containing.
We believe these are only some simple aspects we can consider in the network carrying out and Power
Solutions can take an active part.
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